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Ever since member-based 
health and wellness centers 
started, we have been plagued 
with the challenge of member 
turnover. In fact, as an industry, 
about 50% of members who 
join drop out within the first six 
months. And over a four-year 
time span, most facilit ies have 
turned over almost their entire 
membership base!  (see Figure 1)

In today?s market, with increased competition from storefront 
gyms, Crossfit, and boutique facilit ies, it 's no longer possible to 
?outrun? member attrit ion by simply selling more memberships.

 Therefore, a key 
goal for fitness 
centers 
everywhere has 
to be holding on 
to their 
hard-earned 
membership 
base in a more 
effective 
manner than 
ever before. 
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The Importance of Member Retention

53.5% of  m em bers 
t erm inat e w it h in 

12 m ont hs

86.7%  
t erm inat e 
w it h in 36 
m ont hs

Fig. 1



In order  t o t ake act ion t oward ret ain ing m em bers, we f irst  
need t o underst and why m em bers are leaving. And we 
sim ply cannot  know t his if  we do not  know when m em bers 
are leaving. 

Are they dropping out shortly after joining because they have 
never become familiar with the facility and its equipment? Are 
they staying for six or seven months and then leaving because 
they weren?t able to accomplish their goals? Are the majority of 
your members core people who have been around for years?

 Each one of these scenarios calls for a dramatically different 
course of action. And, unfortunately, the current methods for 
measuring member retention do not provide answers to these 
vital questions. So, is there a better way of looking at retention 
that would? 
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Before we answer that 
question, let?s take a closer 
look at the way that retention 
is typically measured today. 
Most fitness centers use one 
of two methods for 
measuring retention. 

The first starts with the 
number of members active at 
the beginning of a period. 
Then, it looks at the number of those members who were still 
active at the end of a certain period of time, typically 3, 6, 9, 12, or 
13 months. Member retention is calculated by dividing the number 
of members still active at the end of the period by the number of 
members at the beginning of the period. 

So: 

As an example, let?s say a facility had 4,000 members active on 
June 1, 2014 and of those members, 2,500 were still active on June 
1, 2015.  That means they would have a retention percentage of 
62.5% 
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Reten t i on

Member Retention = # Still active at the end of a period

# Active at the beginning of a period

= 62.5% of members retained
2,500

4,000
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Current Methods of Measuring Retention



A second commonly used 
means of measuring 
retention is looking at 
member attrit ion rates. 
Facilit ies can find their 
monthly attrit ion value by 
dividing the number of 
terminations in any given 
month by the number of 
active members at the start of the month: 

An annual attrit ion rate is found by dividing the total number of 
cancellations by the average number of members starting each 
month. 

The annual retention is then found by subtracting the attrit ion rate 
from 100%. So, a facility that had 1,254 cancellations and an 
average starting membership of 2,356 would have an attrit ion rate 
of 53.2% and thus a retention rate of 46.8%. 
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Attr i t i on

Member Attrition = # of Terminations

# of Members at the Beginning of the Month

Member Attrition = # of Terminations

# of Members at the Beginning of the Month



While both of these ways of measuring retention have some value, 
they simply are not adequate to give you the data you need for 
developing effective member retention strategies. Both of the 
methods listed above have a number of fundamental flaws. 

The retention rate found by measuring retention directly, the first 
method mentioned above, is increased by core members who stay 
for long periods of time. Because of this, it leaves you blind to your 
retention performance with new members. These new members are 
not only your biggest retention risk, but also your best measure for 
how effective your retention strategies are succeeding. 

Measuring attrit ion, the second method described above, is too 
heavily influenced by sales. Even if the number of terminations 
increases, attrit ion percentages can go down in a given month if 
there are enough new members to offset these cancellations. Thus, 
attrit ion can appear to be decreasing even though the fundamental 
problem of retention has not been solved. 

Both of these metrics suffer from being lagging, rather than leading, 
indicators. They are a measure of past performance that allow you 
to see your retention numbers only after your members have 
already left! Since they are both measures of overall retention 
performance, they do not provide any details on how to take action 
to change the direction of the metrics. 
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T h e Pr ob lem

Both of these ways of measuring retention have 
some value, they simply are not adequate to 
give you the data you need for developing 
effective member retention strategies.



But the biggest flaw of both of these ways of measuring retention is 
that they give you no inform at ion  on how long members are 
staying! 

Of the people that terminated in any given month, one may have 
been a member for a month and a half and another for 127.3 
months. Your facility would obviously be in a very different financial 
situation, and the solutions for your retention problems would be 
different as well, if most members were staying closer to the 127.3 
month mark than they are to the month and a half mark. But, you 
have no way of knowing which it is. 
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Fortunately, there is a better way of 
measuring member retention that is much 
more powerful and precise. Survival 
Analysis is a method that began in the 
medical community. These analyses allow 
physicians to look at past medical data and 
then turn that data around to make 
accurate forecasts about the future for 
their current patients. 

Here?s how a Survival Analysis works. Let?s 
say a doctor has just diagnosed a patient 
with a specific type of cancer. This doctor 

can look at studies of hundreds of thousands of past patients with 
that same type of cancer that show him survival rates: 86% of a past 
patients survived one year, 58% survived three years, etc. 

But here is where the ?magic? 
happens. He can t hen use 
t hat  past  dat a, t o predict  
t he fut ure. If 58% of past 
cancer patients survived 
three years, the doctor can 
know, and potentially tell his 
patient, that this patient has 
a 58% chance of surviving 
three years. Even more 
importantly, the doctor can 
break the studies down for 
the new patient?s age, 
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A Better "Stick" 



gender, or health habits to be more precise in his predictions. He 
can also look at how different chemotherapy or nutrition regimens 
were effective in impacting survival rates to determine the best 
course of action to take with this new patient. 

It wasn?t long before leaders in other industries begin to recognize 
the power of this tool and apply it to their market field. Survival 
analyses are now being used by magazine publishers, insurance 
companies, software providers, and many others. 

Not  surpr isingly, a t ool w it h t h is t ype of  capacit y has incredible 
benef it s t o t hose in t he f it ness indust ry as well. We?ll delve into 
the many applications that survival analyses can have at your fitness 
center in just a moment. But first, it?s important to understand a 
litt le bit more about what a survival analysis is and exactly what data 
it provides. 
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One of the 
greatest benefits 

of  Survival 
Analyses is that 

they can be used 
to predict the 

future. 



The Cornell University Statistical Consulting Unit defines a survival 
analysis as ?a set of methods for analyzing data where the outcome 
variable is the time until the occurrence of an event of interest.? In 
other words, a survival analysis looks at past data to determine 
the probability of an event, like the termination of a fitness center 
membership, happening in any given period of time. Let?s put that 
in the real world for your branch or association and see what that 
looks like. 

The chart above is a survival analysis for an actual YMCA branch. 
What you are seeing is the compilation of three years of 
membership data. The analysis tracks every new member from 
the day they joined to the day they terminated their membership. 
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What is a Survival Analysis?



It 's agnostic toward seasonal membership fluctuations because 
it 's tracking the duration of their membership and not the dates. 
Thus, the line represents the percentage of new members who 
?survived? (did not terminate their membership) to any given 
length of time (measured in months). 

For instance, of all the new members that joined the facility in that 
three-year period, 75% kept  t heir  m em bership for  at  least  four  
m ont hs (or , m ore alarm ingly, 25% of  new m em bers canceled 
t heir  m em bership w it h in t he f ir st  four  m ont hs). Similar 
survival rates can be found for any month by finding the 
intersection of that month on the horizontal axis with the graphed 
line to give an incredibly precise measurement of true member 
retention. 
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But that?s not all. As we have seen, the true ?magic? of a 
survival analysis is its predictive properties. This data can now 
be used to make forward-looking projections about any given 
member or group of members. 

For instance, for  any new m em ber  join ing t h is m ont h, 
t here is an 18% chance he or  she w il l  st i l l  be a m em ber  in 
30 m ont hs. Or, i f  you have 100 new m em bers join t h is 
m ont h, you can forecast  t hat  33 of  t hem  w il l  st i l l  be 
m em bers 18 m ont hs f rom  now. Thus, a survival analysis 
becomes a powerful tool for forecasting future revenue 
growth and membership numbers. 
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So, What Does That Mean for Me?

We?ve seen that Survival Analyses can crank out a bunch of 
great data, but how does it actually hit home? The data, no 
matter how impressive, is meaningless if it doesn?t drive 
changes at your facility. The question then becomes, what 
are some practical ways you can use a survival analysis to 
impact your fitness center? 

 K n ow  Ex act ly  W h en  You r  M em ber s ar e L eav i n g

 Perhaps the greatest 
advantage of a survival 
analysis over any other 
means of measuring 
retention is that the 
Survival Analysis lets 
you know exactly when 
your members are 
leaving. This has a 
tremendous impact on 
how you go about 
solving your member 
retention problem. For 
example, the graph on the right demonstrates two 
hypothetical fitness centers that both have a 40% 13- month 
retention rate. But, how they got there is completely 
different. 

Chapt er  5 
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Using a survival 
analysis curve, we 
can see that Branch 
A retained 
members fairly 
well, then had a big 
drop in months 
10-12. In contrast, 
Branch B had a 
significant drop 
right out of the gate 
and then flattened 
out. Not  only is 
t here a huge 
dif ference in t he 
revenue of  t hese 
branches, but  t here is also a big dif ference in how  t o 
respond t o t he problem . 

Since Branch A is seeing a big drop right around the one year 
mark, it may want to flag members who are approaching this 
milestone so coaches can be instructed to engage them, or so 
they could be sent mailers with discount offers. On the other 
hand, Branch B, with its significant drop right out of the gate, will 
want to focus its resources on developing or improving their 
onboarding program. Only a survival analysis allows you to see 
exactly what is happening so you can know exactly how to respond. 
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Focu s on  N EW  M em ber  Reten t i on

If you have been around the fitness world long enough, you 
already know that every fitness center has two broad groups of 
members. There are the ?core? members, folks who are there no 
matter what; self-motivated people who reach their goals and 
stay at your facility for a lifetime. Then there are the 
?health-seekers,? people who are new to exercise or who have 
tried it many times before and failed. 

When you think about it, your ?core? members are likely to stay 
at your facility no matter what. It is the ?health-seekers? that are 
your real retention risk and thus should be the focus of your 
member retention efforts. 

Your  core m em bers are not  a signif icant  ret ent ion r isk
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If  you are going t o 
focus your  ef for t s on 
healt h-seekers and 
t hose t hat  are a real 
ret ent ion r isk , t hen 
it  only m akes sense 
t o m easure your  
per form ance w it h 
t hat  group of  people. 
How are you doing at 
retaining the group of 
people who are 
actually at risk for 
leaving? 

Here is where traditional methods of measuring retention once 
again fall short. Since these methods look at snapshots of your 
total membership at the beginning and end of the period being 
measured, the results are going to be inflated by the significant 
portion of your facilit ies membership who are ?core? members 
and at no risk of leaving. This dilutes your ability to see what is 
happening with the new members who are the true retention 
risk. 

Since Survival Analyses look at new members as they join your 
facility and track each one individually to see how long they 
remain members, you are focusing only on the group that is a 
real retention risk, your new members. As a result, you get a 
crystal clear picture of your retention performance with the 
members you are working to retain. 
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M easu r e th e I m p act  of  You r  Reten t i on  Ef f or ts i n  
Real  T im e

Everyone agrees that in today?s world, membership retention is 
one of the biggest challenges fitness centers must master. But the 
problem facing executives and directors at YMCAs and fitness 
centers is how to measure the success of their membership 
retention efforts. 

If you use a 12 or 13-month member retention rollover you will not 
be able to compare retention rates before and after your new 
retention efforts for a year! You are finally getting your data only 
after hundreds of members have already left!  

Once again, a Survival Analysis is simply a superior tool for 
obtaining the data you need, but is not offered in most operations 
software. 

Let?s think back to the medical roots of survival analyses. If a drug 
company wants to know the effectiveness of a new chemotherapy 
medicine they have been testing, they would test two groups: the 
control group, who has not taken their new drug regimen, and the 
experimental group that has taken the new drug. They can then 

How are your 
retention efforts 
truly affecting 

member retention 
performance? 
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study a survival analysis that shows the survival rates of the two 
groups. If the survival rates for those who have taken the drug are 
higher after a year or two, or three, then they can conclude that 
the drug intervention they have developed is indeed effective in 
helping cancer patients. 

In much the same way, directors of a fitness facility can measure 
the effectiveness of a member retention effort, such as a new 
onboarding program or a new initiative for engaging members, by 
using a survival analysis.

The analysis can be 
used to compare two 
groups, such as all 
new members before 
the program was 
instituted, versus all 
new members after it 
was instituted, or 
those who were 
affected by the new 
initiative (such as an 
onboarding program) 
to those who were 
not.  The chart at left 
is a survival analysis 
from an actual YMCA 

using MobileFiT?s  onboarding methodology and technology. The 
blue line represents the new members who were not onboarded 
using MobileFiT, the orange line is members who were. 

 There are two things of real significance. First, a director can look 
and see that after 6 months, there was a 16% difference (a 28% 
increase) in the retention of those who used the technology 
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compared to those who did not. Thus, he or she can conclude that 
the retention effort was successful in making a marked difference 
in retention rate. 

This is not an anecdotal conclusion, but a solid data-based 
decision. Just as significant is the fact that differences in the two 
groups begin to appear in just one month! 

Measuring retention in this manner gives directors unprecedented 
speed in being able to accurately see the results of the retention 
initiatives they are driving. Seeing this data in a period of weeks 
rather than months allows them to be more nimble in making 
tweaks or corrections until they land on the retention efforts that 
are really being successful in keeping more members.  

Ex am in e D i f f er en t  D em ogr ap h i cs

It?s no secret that not all 
members are the same. People 
have different goals, different 
things they expect out of your 
staff, and they respond in 
different ways to your efforts at 
retaining them. Sometimes that 
response is totally confined to 
the individual, but most of the 
time people of similar 

demographics respond in similar ways. 

In what may be the greatest understatement ever made, we can 
say that men many times act differently than women. In much the 
same way, Millennials act different than Baby-Boomers or 
members of Generation X. 
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And these differences 
are not incidental, 
they should 
profoundly affect the 
way you think about 
member retention. 
And a survival analysis 
can be a powerful tool 
in helping you do so. 
Let?s see how by 
looking at the analysis 
from an actual YMCA 
association on the 
right. 

With a survival 
analysis, you can 
parse out different 
demographics, such as the generational data seen here. As we 
study this curve we can see  that members of the Greatest 
Generation, those 70 and above, presented the least risk for drop 
out. Conversely, members of the younger generations, Generation 
X and Millenials, were both below the association?s average 
retention rate and were at greatest risk of termination. 

With this data in hand, we can understand that our retention 
efforts need to focus on those who are at greatest risk for dropout. 
This should lead us to ask questions about what type of changes 
could be made to increase retention for this younger demographic. 
How are coaches engaging with Millennials? What type of music is 
being played in the fitness room or in group exercise classes? Do 
we have a mobile strategy that leverages member?s smart phones, 
since it is the way that Millennials have grown up interacting with 
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their world? Once again, a survival analysis gives the clarity of 
insight needed to make optimal decisions for driving member 
retention. 

For ecast  L i f et im e Valu e

Finally, we have 
seen that Survival 
Analyses offer 
unsurpassed 
power in 
forecasting the 
future. They not 
only allow you to 
peer into your 
future 
membership 
performance, but 
also into your 
financial future. A 
simple example of this is using a survival analysis to forecast the 
lifetime value of new members entering your facility. 

In the chart above, you can see that the median membership life 
can be found by drawing a horizontal line from the 50% mark on 
the vertical axis to the survival curve. A vertical line is drawn from 
the intersection down to the horizontal axis to find your median 
membership life. This is the average duration of a membership at 
your facility. In this case, half stay longer than 11.2 months, half 
stay less. 

Once you know the median membership life at your facility, you 
can calculate the Lifetime Value of new members. This is the 
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amount of revenue (in membership fees) you can expect to receive 
from each new member that joins. The value is found by 
multiplying your median membership life by the monthly 
membership fee at your facility. So, if the above facility charged a 
$40/month membership fee, their lifetime value would be $448 
($40/month x 11.2 months = $448). 

This is an incredibly valuable tool in revenue projection. Let?s say 
that the facility above brought in 265 new members in the month 
of April. The director, knowing that his median membership life is 
11.2 months could forecast a future revenue from that month 
(from membership fees, not including other sources such as 
programs or personal training) of $118,720 (265 members x 448 
lifetime value = $118,720). 

This example also shows the power of improved member 
retention. What if this same branch, maybe through a new 
onboarding program, was able to push their median membership 
life up? Even a small change has a dramatic impact on revenue. For 
example, if this branch were able to improve its median 
membership life by just one month, to 12.2 months, the average 
Lifetime Value of each member would jump to $488. From this 
same month of April, they could now expect to receive $129,320 in 
revenue from membership fees, an increase of almost $11,000 for 
the month. That?s a 9% increase in revenue from helping the 
average member to stay just one month longer! 

This is why member retention is so incredibly vital, not just in 
helping your members reach their goals, but in the financial health 
of your organization. And a survival analysis is the tool that gives 
you the clearest picture possible on your true member retention 
performance. 
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For the last 10 years 
MobileFiT has been 
partnering with health and 
wellness organizations 
around the country to give 
their members an amazing 
experience and to provide 
the tools needed to reduce 
membership churn. We do 
this by applying proven 
processes supported by 
technologies that drive 
consistent onboarding of new members, meaningful 
coach-member engagement, and daily ?wow? factors for your 
membership base. 

Our services include running Survival Analyses for your 
organization and then working with you to understand what the 
data is saying and what changes can be made to maximize 
member retention. 

For more information on running a Survival Analysis at your 
branch or association, contact Rich Humphrey at 1(888)817-7404 
ext. 105, or rich@mobilefit.com.  

For more free resources and information about our training and 
technology, visit us at mobileFiT.com. 
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